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Media and Developmental News 
in Slums of Ecuador and India 

While newspapers reach more of new life styles and to their society's 
the ghetto dwellers than might 

Mass media generally are regarded as 
be radio has to purveyors of new values and behavior, 

among women. In Zndian slums, there is the counter assertion that mass 
listeners regard radio LLP more media frequently fail to reach the slum- 
believable than the press. dwellers. Certainly, as recent U.S. ex- 

periences with urban ghettos suggest, 

to modernization. 

a far larger  proportion^ e@eCial1Y if not direct agents of change. Yet, 

there are communication problems in 
deprived areas of big cities. A central 
descriptive and theoretical question is 

nature of maSS media content or the 
way that slum-dwellers react to the 

Media research in modern nations 

media in human socialization and the 
relationships beween socio-economic 
circumstances and media use. A per- 
son.s rise in aspirations and his 

The rapid growth Of urban is a 
characteristic common to the develop- 

inates in the rural areas. Whether the 
moves because Of the various 

attractions of the city or to escape the 
hardships of life in the rural areas, the 

change in the individual's way of life. 
Slum-dwellers find themselves in a so- 
cia1 and mass media environment that 
may contribute to their development of 

ing countries* Much Of the whether these problem result from the 

media that reach them. 
presents the strong prospect Of has emphasized the functions of mass 

gains are genirally accompanied by 
Robert E. Simmons is an associate professor increased me of m m  media, if not 

tent of the studies reported here is to 
determine whether these patterns ap- 
ply to slum-dwellers as well. This pre- 
liminary report, drawn from a larger 
study of functions of mass communica- 
tion in social adaptation and moderni- 
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Newpapers in Slums 
During the pretesting of question- 

naires, respondents who said they could 
read were asked to name the newspa- 
per that they read most frequently. 
Those residents of the barriadas mar- 
ginales of Guayaquil and the basties of 
New Dehi also were asked to name 
the newspaper that they considered 
most prestigious. Newspapers were se- 
lected for the content analysis on the 
basis of the findings in the pretest in- 
terviews; the decision was upheld by 
findings during the full-scale interview- 
ing. (Other data were collected con- 
cerning radio-listening. That part of 
the study is still under analysis.) 

Complete field research results indi- 
cate that in New Delhi most of the 
readership was concentrated in two 
Hindi-language newspapers, NavBharat 
Times and Hindustan, and two Urdu- 
language newspapers, Pratap and Mi- 
lap. The English-language Hindustan 
Times was fifth. In Guayaquil, El Uni- 
verso accounted for 96% of the read- 
ership and El Telkgrafo 3%. 

When the New Delhi respondents 
were asked to name the newspaper 
each considered most prestigious, the 
two Hindi-language newspapers led, 
with the Urdu-language newspaper 
Milap and the English-language Hindu- 
stan Times tied for third place. Not 
one respondent named either the re- 
nowned Statesman or Times of India. 
In Guayaquil, two newspapers account- 
ed for 98% of the mentions. They 
were El Universo, which was ranked 
first, and El Telkgrafo, which was 
ranked second. 

Data from the two field studies in- 
dicate that there is an elite press/mass 
press dichotomy in New Delhi that 

‘Oae monsuro WM tho observed percentage of 
rgnemsnt. The other was Scott% “pf’ (sea 
William A. Scott, “€kliabiUty of Content Analy- 
sb: Tho Cue of Nominal Scale Coding.” Public 
Oplnlon Qumtdy, 19: 321-25). One byproduct 
d tho rosearch project reported hero la a new 
method of obtaining probability estimates of tho 
reliability of scannlns and coding. An aniclo by 
Kurt Kent describlns the computer p m a m  for 
thb technique can be found ln Behavloral ScCnce 
On Pren). 

Ecuador and India 699 

isn’t matched in Guayaquil. Both India 
and Ecuador are known for relatively 
rigid social stratification, but there is 
less homogeneity in the Indian popula- 
tion-particularly concerning language. 
The language of India’s elite press is 
English, and the use of English has, in 
itself, been a factor in identifying the 
upper and upper-middle classes in that 
country. In Guayaquil, Spanish is the 
universal language--though a differ- 
ence could be expected in the cities of 
the Ecuadorean highlands, where An- 
dean Indian dialects are found. 

The Newspaper Sample 
Newspapers included in the sample 

were El Universo and El Telkgrafo of 
Guayaquil, and Hindustan, NavBharat 
Times, Pratap, Milap, and the English- 
language newspapers Hindustan Times, 
Statesman and Times of India. 

The sample comprised a week of 
consecutive issues of each publication, 
printed during the period in which the 
survey research field work was under 
way. After pretests, the content coding 
categories were limited to seven: in- 
stitutional and social change, social 
welfare, pace of development, physical 
projects, foreign aid, foreign trade, and 
monetary and fkcal policies. Two meas- 
ures were used to compute scanning 
and coding reliability.’ 

Over-all, the Indian newspapers led 
the Guayaquil papers in the percentage 
of developmental newseditorial items, 
in relation to total news-editorial con- 
tent (Table 1). 

Certain social, political and econom- 
ic factors may have influenced the bal- 
ance of development items to some de- 
gree (Table 2). In Guayaquil, the 
sample was drawn during the time that 
President Johnson and Latin American 
chiefs of state were meeting in Punta 
del Este, Uruguay, and the Ecuadorean 
chief executive was upbraiding the 
United States for its Latin American 
aid policies. India was facing prospects 
of mass starvation in Bihar, Uttar 
Pradesh and West Bengal because of 
famine conditions resulting from se- 
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TABLE 1 
Development Items as a Percentage of AU Items, by Nation and Newspaper 

Percent 

Total Number Development Ztenu of 
Nuder of Development 

of ztemr Items To td  Items 

India: 
Hindustan Times 
Times of Indh 
Statesman 
NavBhmat Times 
Hindustan 
Pratap 
M ~ P  

Total for India 
Ecuador: 

El Univcrso 
El TelCgrafo 

Total for Ecuador 

954 
1,073 

962 
1,041 
1,061 

607 
528 

6,226 

262 
267 
168 
252 
279 

75 
75 

1,378 

27.4 
24.8 
17.4 
24.2 
26.2 
12.3 
14.2 

22.1 

1,693 296 17.4 
1,531 239 15.6 

3,224 535 16.5 

vere droughts-though it is true that 
food supply has long been a critical 
problem for India. And though the 
Indian Parliament was meeting, its 
budget session with a traditionally 
heavy production of development news 
would come at another time. 

The Guayaquil papers gave relatively 
more attention to education, business 
and other financial matters, while the 
Indian press focused more on social 
problems-with the exception of the 
Guayaquil papers’ lead in discussion of 
housing and slumclearance. 

The fact that the Indian newspapers 
gave considerable coverage to family 
planning, famine relief and rationing, 
and nation-to-nation foreign aid ap- 
pears, in large part, to be a reflection of 
the nation’s crucial and continuing 
problems with the balance between 
population and food supply. As stated 
above, at the time of the survey India 
was greatly concerned with efforts to 
get emergency food supplies. 

The Guayaquil newspapers’ more ex- 
tensive treatment of commercial de- 
velopment, trade agreements, taxes, and 
transportation and communication 
seems related to two circumstances: 
Pit, Guayaquil is Ecuador’s lead- 

ing seaport as well as one of the na- 
tion’s two leading commercial centers. 
As such, it has a relatively high level 
of economic activity. Second, Ecua- 
dor’s gross national product per capita 
is $189 (U.S.), as compared to India’s 
$73,2 indicating relatively greater 
wealth for the South American nation. 

The comparatively greater attention 
given to matters of education in the 
Guayaquil newspapers also might be at- 
tributed in part to Ecuador’s economic 
advantage. During the 19609, that na- 
tion managed to invest a substantial 
portion of its central government bud- 
get in public education. One reflection 
of this is that primary and secondary 
school students in Ecuador comprise 
40% of the population aged 5 to 19, 
while the comparable figure for India 
is 29%* 

During the first half of 1967, Guay- 
aquil publications reported extensively 
on adverse conditions in that city’s pov- 
erty areas. While preparations for the 
field study were under way, a local civ- 
ic group met with considerable success 
in a private fund-raising effort to im- 

‘Bruce M. Russet. et 81.. World Randbook of 

unlvsnlw Plea& 1964). pp. 1 M .  
mlbtd., pp. 219-20. 

POlftkd and SOdd h f k & O r J  (NOW m-2 Y& 
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TABLE 2 
Percmtaga of lkvalopment Itom in Relath to TOW. Development Item Content' 
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G W d  New D e w  
(1) Institutional and social change: 

Expansion of commcrdal activity 
Family planning 
Housing and dumclcarancs 

Famine relied and rationin# 
Clothes for poor 

(3) Pace of development: 
Demands for higher wagca 

(4) Physical projects: 
Hospital and clinic projects 
Education projects 
Transportation and Commuaication 

(5) Foreign aid: 
Nation-to-nation assistanca 

(6) Foreign trade: 
Trade agreemats 

(7) Monetary and fiscal policies: 
Budget subjects 
TaXCS 

(2 )  social welfare: 

8.4% 
0.4 
5.4 

5.2% 
2.3 
1.6 

- 179 
0.2 1 .o 

3.6 6.4 

1.1 
10.4 
19.4 

1.4 
4.7 
7.1 

3.6 9.1 

3 2 0.8 

0.4 
9.9 

1.2 
3.6 

*The column totala do not reach 100 kcause insuWcient coding reliability caused rome rubcam- 
soria to be dropped. Among them were land reform, reat control and property laws, indurMal 
projects. agricultural projects, oxportr, imports. pri-8 ubd In&tiw, and monetary and 5sul policy 
Pl.n*. 

prove conditions in the barriadm 
marginales - neighborhoods such as 
those in these studies. 

Slum and Mass Media 
No two economically or socially de- 

prived areas are exactly alike. What 
North American urban renewal seeks to 
erase would probably seem palatial to 
the lower-class residents of Guayaquil 
and New Delhi. To ensure conceptual 
similarity, selection of areas of the two 
cities for inclusion in the samples was 
based, in the main, on the physical 
circumstances, such as housing and type 
of construction, in relation to that of 
other areas of the cities, and on the 
presence or condition of municipal fa- 
cilities such as streets, lights and water. 
Other factors were the rate of popula- 
tion increase and density, the length of 
time that the residential areas had ex- 
isted, and the level of personal income 
per household. 

Respondents were selected in a multi- 
stage probability sample in each of four 
parroquias (church parishes) in Guay- 

aquil. The New Delhi sample was 
drawn from the recently revised elec- 
toral rolls of four bnrties. All re- 
spondents were 18 years of age or old- 
er. No provision was made for replace- 
ment in sampling. There were 399 
questionnaire interviews completed in 
Guayaquil and 406 in New Delhi. 

Relatively high rates of education 
and media use were found in both 
studies. Responses to information items 
in the questionnaires tend to supprt  
the findings (Table 3). 
In the Guayaquil sample, 52% of 

those who reported any formal educa- 
tion said they had six or more years' 
schooling, including secondary school 
or other forms of schooling such as 
secretarial training or other technical 
or vocational education. The compar- 
able group in the New Delhi study 
comprised 51% of those with formal 
schooling. 

The larger proportion of persons 
with education in the Guayaquil sample 
appears to be related to Ecuador's fi- 
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TABLE 3 
Characteristics of Guayaquil and New Delhi Respondents 

GwrrquU 
(N=399) 

Have had formal schooling ........................ 88% 
can read ......................................... 88 
Read newspaper ................................... 86 
Listen to radio .................................... 88 
Read magazines ................................... 41 
Have viewed television ............................. 21 

New Delht 
(N=406) 

40% 
42 

63 
11 
12 

38 

nancial investments in education and 
the percentage of school-age youths 
who are involved in classes, both of 
which were discussed above. It also 
may reflect the fact that economic con- 
ditions in the Ecuadorean lowlands are 
generally better than those in the rest 
of that country, a situation that could 
have impact on developments in social 
areas. 

There was more extensive use of 
newspapers and radio by those in the 
Guayaquil sample than those in New 
Delhi. In general, there is a greater 
availability of newspapers and radio 
receivers in Ecuador, and that country 
also ranks higher on literacy than India 
does.‘ 

The presence of television is not ex- 
tensive even in the major cities of 
Ecuador and India. Nationwide, it was 
reported that in 1964 there was one 
TV receiver per 1,000 Ecuadoreans, 
and in India the ratio was one receiver 
per 1,000,000 persons.6 Commercial 
television operates in Guayaquil. In 
New Delhi, the only TV broadcasting 
being done at the time of the study 
was by a division-the “television 
wing”+f All India Radio. 

In Guayaquil, the single leading site 
of TV-viewing was the home-that of 
the interviewee or a neighbor. Reports 
of television-viewing in a bar or cafe, 
one of the viewing patterns during the 
early days of TV in the United States, 
were less frequent. Television-viewing 
by the New Delhi interviewees was all 
concentrated in one basti that offered 
opportunities for program-watching in 
a community center supported by a 
private welfare agency. 

Although extensive group listening to 
the reading aloud of a newspaper has 
been reported in other studies, neither 
the Ecuadorean nor the Indian study 
found much evidence of group reading 
and discussion of newspaper content. 
The figure was 8% in the Guayaquil 
sample and 12% in the New Delhi 
sample. A similar finding was reported 
by Rao, who discovered only one news- 
paper-reading group in a study involv- 
ing two Indian villagese 

The Guayaquil and New Delhi re- 
spondents varied in their perceptions of 
newspaper and radio credibility. In 
Guayaquil, respondents rated newspa- 
pers and radio equal in believability- 
65% for each, in separate questions. In 
the New Delhi study, 72% of the re- 
spondents felt radio was the most trust- 
worthy medium of mass information, 
and only 11% named newspapers as 
most believable. An earlier study in 
Quito, Ecuador, found that interviewees 
ranked newspapers ahead of radio for 
believability: and a study in Santiago, 
Chile, discovered that interviewees 
thought radio was most believable.s 

The case has been made that radio is 
perceived as highly credible because of 
the “magical power” of the spoken 
word-especially among the preliter- 

‘UNESCO, World Communlcatlons (New 
York: UNESCO Publications Center, 1964). pp. 
188. 214. 

6 i 6 d .  
eY. V. Lakshmana Rao. Communlcatton and 

Development (Minneapolis: University of Mime- 
wta Press, 1%). 

’CIESPAL. Utlllurcl6n de los Medlos da In- 
formucl6n en Qutto (Quito: CIESPAL. 1%). 

‘Roy E. Carter Jr. and Orlando Sepdlveda, 
“Some Patterns d M . p  Media Uss in Santiago 
do Chile,” JOUXNALXSM QIJM~LY,  41:21624 
(Summcr 1964). 
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Education and Newspaper-Reading 
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GUAYAQUIL 
Education (yems) 

1 5  6 or more 
(N=SI) (N=217) 

NEW DELHI 
Education fyems) 

I 5  6 or more 
(N=69) (N=79) 

News- 4 or more 38% 68% 3 or more 66% 88 % 
paper times weekly times weekly 
reading 1-3 62 32 Less frequently 34 12 - - - - 

100% 100% 100% 100% 

ates.O There is an intimacy with the 
presentation from radio and television, 
and a sense of first-hand observation, 
that evidently is not realized in news- 
paper-reading. There apparently is a 
similar pattern in U.S. ghettos. In one 
deprived area in Pittsburgh, inter- 
viewees who were asked which news 
medium was the most reliable and fac- 
tual ranked TV first (77% ) , radio sec- 
ond (12%) and newspapers third 
(6% ) .lo 

The difficulty caused by the nature 
of the reading material tends to militate 
against both understanding and trust of 
the newspaper. Even in developing na- 
tions, journalists seldom make great 
concessions in their level of presenta- 
tion for the poorly educated or other- 
wise culturally deprived. Another 
problem in India is that of language 
differences, such as between Hindi and 
Hindustani. Also, it is obvious that the 
record of performance and responsibili- 
ty on the part of a class of mass media 
will have some effect on the situation. 

Communication research has indi- 
cated a strong association between ed- 
ucation and media use. It was hy- 
pothesized in the two field studies re- 
ported here that education would be as- 

* J. C. CarutJcrs, “Culture, Psychiatry and the 
Written Word, Psychiatry, 22: 307-20. 
-T. H. Allm, “Masr Media Ut Patterns and 

Functions in a Negro Ghetto, unpublished 
master’# thes4 Wedt Virginia University. 1967. 
For further data from this study, uw the same 
author’s “MBS~ Media Patterns in a Negro 
Ghctto” JOUXNAL~SU Quunnzy. 4S:525-21 
(A& 1968). 

Chi-SquWe = 9.08 

c = .24 
P I  .m 

sociated with newspaper-reading and 
radio-listening. In these studies, the 
hypothesis was found tenable only in 
the case of newspapers (Table 4). 

In both cities, radio programming 
emphasized entertainment. Guayaquil 
radio stations provided news coverage 
and some informational programs. All 
India Radio put more emphasis on dis- 
cussion programs than did the Guaya- 
quil stations. But informational pro- 
gramming was in the minority in both 
cities. The findings suggest that the 
balance in programming or the type of 
content offered might be costing radio 
its influence with the educated mem- 
bers of the potential audience. 

In a traditional group in society, the 
roles assigned to the sexes stress the 
need for a broad range of knowledge 
on the part of the male-but not the 
female. In line with this, it was hy- 
pothesized that being male would be 
associated with more frequent newspa- 
per-reading, so long as newspapers car- 
ried considerable informational content. 
Findings in both Guayaquil and New 
Delhi supported the hypothesis (Table 
5 ) .  

Group membership has been found, 
in some circumstances, to be an indi- 
cator of media use. One explanation is 
that participation in group activities 
emphasizes exchanges of information. 
“Group” was defined in these studies 
as any formal or informal organization 
displaying some regularity in holding 
of meetings. Data from the New Delhi 
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TABLE 5 
Respondmt's Sax and Newspaper-Reading 
G UA YAQ UIL 

S#X 
F#maJe Mole 

(N=124) (N=209) 

Newc 4 or more 52% 64% 3 or more 

reading 1-3 48 36 ' Less frequently 

100% 100% 

paper timcaweekly tima weekly 

- - 
chisplure = 4.66 

c = .12 c = 2 4  

Qli-aquare = 9.49 
P5.03 P 5 . W  

NEW DELBI 
Sex 

Female Male 
(N=14) (N=142) 

43 % 80% 

57 20 

100% 100% 
- - 

TABLE 6 

Group membership and Newspaper-Readine 
in New Dtlhi 

M#mk?Jhlp 
N m ~ a ~ e r -  No YeJ 
reading: (N=B7) (N=60) 

3 or more 69% 85% 

Less frequently 31 15 
times weekly 

- -  
100% 100% 

a- = s.60 
P 5.017 
c = .18 

study supported the hypothesized rela- 
tionship; the data from Guayaquil did 
not (Tables 6 and 7). 

It might be worthwhile in a future 
comparative study to explore the dif- 
ferences related to membership in par- 
ticular classes of groups or organiza- 
tions. 

It has been suggested by Lernerll 
and others that geographic mobility- 
the extent to which one travels and en- 
counters new things-is associated with 
media use. Two lines of reasoning are 
that travel exposes the individual to 
new ideas and new ways of doing 
things, and that travel away from home 
might afford him more opportunities to 
utilize knowledge obtained through the 
mass media. It was, therefore, hypothe- 
sized that geographic mobility would 
be related to more frequent use of 
newspapers and radio. With the .05 
level of significance as a criterion, the 
data supported the hypothesis only in 

TABLE 7 

Group Membership and Radio-Listening 
m New Delhi 

Radio- 
listening: 

Mcmbmhlp 
YeJ No 

(Nx167) (N=8S) 

3 or more 17% 33% 

Less than 3 83 67 
hours daily 

A _ .  

100% 100% 

Chi-square = 853 

C = .18 
P5.003 

relation to newspapers in Guayaquil 
and radio in New Delhi (Tables 8 and 
9). In Guayaquil, an apparent nega- 
tive relationship between mobility and 
radio-listening was found (Table 10). 

Conclusions 
Despite other deprivations, the slum- 

dwellers interviewed in these two 
studies are not to be counted outside 
mass media audiences, though educa- 
tion and financial condition limit their 
participation. The general pattern of 
mutually complementary growth of 
urbanization, education, literacy and 
media use, described by Lerner and 
others, seems to apply in the two areas 
studied. 

Over-all, the Indian and Ecuadorean 
newspapers studied in thii project de- 
voted similar proportions of total news- 
editorial space to discussion of aspects 

11Dadel Lerna. The Pmdm of Trodlt&nal 
Society (New York: The Prw Prm, 1958). pp. 
94-95. 
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TABLE 8 TABLE 10 

Reading in Guayaquil in Guayaquil 
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Geographic Mobility and Newspaper Geographic Mobility and Radio-L.istdng 

MobIIIty Radio-listeninp MobUty 
Newspaper- LOW Rkh (how per L O W  Ekh 
reading: (N=184) (N=lS4) day, weekdays): (N=176) (N=l’u) 

4 or more 54% 65% 4 or more 26% 16% 
times weekly Lessthan4 14 84 

1-3 46 35 - - - 100% 100% - 
100% 100% 

chi-square = 4.28 

c = .ll 
P 5 . M  

is relatively little group reading and 
discussion of newspapers that could fa- 

in New Delhi cilitate understanding of newspaper 
content or bring pre-literates into the 

Radio- LOW Hkh newspaper audience. 
listening: (N=lW (N=102) AS might be expected, radio has a 
3 or more 16% 31% substantial following among the inter- 

viewees in both cities, ‘but questions 
Lespthan3 a4 69 about the level of informational content 

in the radio broadcasts are still pend- 
ing. However, in terms of access, it 
does appear that there is one clear bit 
of advice for planners of change: those P 5.003 

who desire to use mass media to ad- 
of development. With a lower national dress the women in the urban  slum^ of 
literacy rate than Ecuador’s (24% as these two developing countries should 
compared to 56% in 1961), India think of radio first. 
would not be expected to match Ecua- Newspapers may carry more infor- 
dor’s rate of newspaper-reading. That mation on development and social 
fact and the finding that the New Delhi change than do the broadcast media, 
respondents ranked newspapers rela- but so far-particularly in India and to 
tively low in believability suggests that, a lesser degree in Ecuador-they have 
in the group studied, development news been unable to communicate directly 
in newspapers is likely to have a limited with a substantial part of the popula- 
audience. tion that needs developmental news the 

In both studies, it appeared that there most. 

Chl-.quare = 4.29 

c = . l l  
P 5 . M  

TABLE 9 
Geographic Mobility and R d o - G e g  

Mobllltg 

houn daily 

- - 
100% 

chi-square = 8.79 

C = .18 

NATIONAL SAMPLE PREDICTORS OF MASS MEDIA USE 
(Continued from page 646) 

tiom leaves us with very little explain- It would help if we could suggest 
ed by this set of variables. The set we alternative variable sets. Indeed, it is 
wed, although they may be criticized our intention to search for such alter- 
for unimaginative choice, are ones natives+.g., extent of social interac- 
which have been used traditionally to tion, self-evaluation, cognitive need for 
account for media behavior. Perhaps, information, innovativeness - but the 
the relevance of these variables has value of such an approach must be de- 
long passed. termined through subsequent research. 
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